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Supreme Court Finds BOOKING.COM Non-Generic And
Capable Of Federal Trademark Registration

Can a generic word combined with “.com” ever be eligible for trademark protection in the
United States? Yes, under the Supreme Court’s 8-1 decision in United States Patent And
Trademark Office v. Booking.com B.V., issued today.

Trademark law is clear that a generic word – meaning any word that is also the name of a
class of products or services – is ineligible for federal trademark registration because a
generic term is not and cannot be source identifying. In this case, the travel reservation
company Booking.com B.V. (“BBV”) sought to register the mark BOOKING.COM, which also
served as its primary website location, for a variety of travel related services. BBV conceded
that the word “booking” is generic for travel reservation services, but argued that the addition
of “.com” rendered the mark in its entirety sufficiently distinctive to consumers that it
identified a singular source of those services. The USPTO countered that the combination of
a generic word and “.com” is still generic and urged the Supreme Court to adopt a bright-line
rule that no “generic.com” mark is capable of federal trademark registration.

The Court’s ruling hinges on consumer perception – do consumers identify a “generic.com”
mark as identifying a class of goods or services, or do consumers recognize that mark as
distinguishing a single source among members of the same class? One factor that the Court
weighed in favor of registration is that only one entity can occupy a particular domain name
at a time, so consumers should know that BOOKING.COM refers to some specific entity
simply by virtue of the fact that no other entity can share that identical domain name space.
This contention was also supported by evidence of consumer perception and secondary
meaning submitted by BBV in its appeal to the federal district court, which the Court
declined to reweigh because the USPTO did not contest the lower courts’ assessment of
consumer perception in this case.

Although the Court held that a “generic.com” mark, such as BOOKING.COM, is capable of
trademark registration, its ruling explicitly states that not all “generic.com” marks are
necessarily capable of trademark registration. The question will always hinge on consumer
perception and whether the consuming public recognizes a “generic.com” mark as a specific
source identifier.

Justice Breyer was the lone dissenter in this case. In his view, the mark BOOKING.COM
informs the consumer of the basic nature of its business and nothing more, rendering the
mark generic by definition. Even when the consuming public perceives a “generic.com” mark
to identify a single source, as the survey evidence submitted by BBV suggested, Justice
Breyer would still conclude that such consumer perception cannot transform a generic mark
into something non-generic. Such evidence may show that consumers associate a generic
term with a particular source, but the term itself remains linguistically generic.
The Court’s decision opens the door for more companies to adopt, use and seek federal
registration and trademark protection for “generic.com” marks. However, companies and
entrepreneurs should take some caution from the Court’s decision. Even if a “generic.com”
mark is capable of federal registration, the Court’s decision is peppered with dicta
suggesting the scope of protection for such a mark may be narrow due to the weakness of
such a descriptive mark. This may make it more difficult to protect a “generic.com” mark
from imitators and infringers.

The attorneys at Lewis Roca Rothgerber Christie are prepared to offer advice and guidance
on how to obtain trademark protection for “generic.com” marks and other marks that may fall
under the purview of the Supreme Court’s most recent trademark decision. Please contact
David Jackson at DJackson@lrrc.com or your Lewis Roca Rothgerber Christie attorney for
assistance at any time.
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strong, we are large enough to handle virtually any matter, no matter how sophisticated, but
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